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Abstract
In practical engineering, the non-contact measurement is more excellent due to preventing
the potential damage of contact transducers. In this paper, a sound pressure-based method is
proposed for identifying the random dynamic load acting on structural-acoustic coupled
(SAC) system. Considering the characteristic of pseudo excitation and the influence rule of
the regularization parameter, an adaptive regularization parameter is formulated to deal with
the ill-posedness and reduce the error amplification of random excitation identification.
Compared with the Tikhonov regularization method and Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse
(MPI) method, the proposed improved regularization method reduces the identified error by
2.24×103 N2/Hz and 2.91×105 N2/Hz at 4Hz and 6Hz respectively in the studied example.
The identified loads by improved regularization method match the actual loads adequately in
the full frequency. Furthermore, owing to the uncertainty of the SAC system, the method for
solving the stochastic system problem is investigated by the evidence theory combined with
the interval analysis. Accordingly, the lower and upper bounds are derived to assess the
statistical property of identified random dynamic loads. Finally, the effectiveness of the
proposed methods is demonstrated by several numerical examples of complex stochastic
systems.
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1. Introduction
Random dynamic loads exist in reality commonly in the engineering field, such as road
loads imposed on moving vehicle, wave loads applied to the offshore structure and wind
loads acting on tall building [1, 2]. The various kinds of random dynamic loads play an
important role in reliability evaluation and NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness) analysis
for engineering structures [3, 4]. Thus, determining the random excitations exactly is a
necessary and momentous task. Unfortunately, measuring random dynamic loads directly is
very difficult and impractical owing to the limitation of economic condition and engineering
technology. In contrast, there is an indirect way that can be applied to identify conveniently
the random excitations based on the measurement of dynamic responses.
After rapid development in the last several decades, the technologies for identifying
dynamic forces indirectly have been investigated extensively, which can be divided into
time-domain [5-7] and frequency-domain load identification methods [8, 9]. As early as
1979, Bartlett et al. [10] evaluated the lateral and vertical hub excitations acting on a
helicopter model applying the least-square scheme, which is one of the most extensively
used method among the conventional load identification methods. Karlsson [11] applied the
measurement of accelerations and strain responses to identify the external loads on an
existing vibrating structure. Based on structural displacements, Liu et al. [12] proposed the
inverse methods to determine the loads on composite laminates in time domain. In sum, the
above-mentioned researches mainly employed the vibration-based responses usually
measured in a contact way, such as accelerations, velocities, displacements and strains to
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identify the unknown loads. To receive the vibration signal of the structure, the attaching
transducers are installed on the structure surface, which influence the behavior of the
vibration structure. Furthermore, owing to the influence of the weight of the transducers, the
vibration of the structure may be destroyed badly, especially the thin-walled structure.
In practical engineering applications, compared with the contact measurement, the
non-contact measurement is more useful with advantages of appropriate operating condition
and less potential destruction of measuring responses [13]. Lately, more and more
researchers have been interested in the applications of the non-contact acoustic techniques,
such as the determination of force distribution as well as force location and the vibration
reconstruction of the SAC interface. Near-field acoustic holography is widely used in
localization of sound source and accurate determination of vibration on SAC interface
[14-16]. Moreover, Lee and Xu [17] applied the acoustic transfer matrix method to predict
the transmission loss of acoustic materials. Deng et al. [18] identified the interior and
exterior sound source and analyzed the acoustic contribution for the car on the basis of the
acoustic array technology. In the present study, based on the non-contact measurement, a
novel sound pressure-based method is proposed for identifying the random dynamic load
acting on SAC system.
The above-mentioned methods for random excitation identification are mostly
investigated on those structures with deterministic parameters. Nevertheless, a complex
SAC system often involves numerous uncertainties, such as the model manufacturing error,
the hostile environment factors and the erratic loading conditions. In dealing with the
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dynamic load identification problems for SAC system with uncertainties, the Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) method [19, 20], which is usually perceived as reference method, can
provide very accurate solutions at the expenses of low computational efficiency. Liu and
Sun [21, 22] applied matrix perturbation method and Gegenbauer polynomial expansion
theory to identify dynamic forces imposed on uncertain structures in time domain. Matrix
perturbation method [23, 24] and orthogonal expansion method [25, 26] are both related to
convert the random parameters function into power series form through approximate
first-order Taylor series expansion. If the uncertainties of the parameters are fairly large, the
response region obtained using the first-order Taylor analysis method would fail to contain
the real region of the dynamic response of uncertain structures. Therefore, the second-order
analysis method should be considered. However, the second-order analysis method related
to operations of interval may result in an exorbitantly overestimated dynamic response
region, which makes the result useless for practical engineering problems.
In the present study, the evidence theory is combined with interval analysis. By
discretizing the PDF of each random parameter into several subintervals, the variations of
random parameters in each subinterval are reduced. With the increase of the number of
discrete intervals in the random sample space, the assumption of first-order Taylor
expansion is gradually enhanced. For this reason, aimed at the SAC system containing
random parameter with large coefficient of variation and multimodal distribution, a novel
random load identification method is developed based on the evidence theory and the
interval analysis method, with advantages of enormous applications and more accurate
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inverse solutions. The evidence theory method was first proposed by Dempster in 1967 [27],
and later it was further studied and developed by Shafer [28]. Thus, the evidence theory is
called Dempster-Shafer theory or D-S evidence theory, which has formed a more complete
theoretical system. Mourelatos and Zhou [29] put forward an efficient reliability analysis
method based on evidence theory. Agarwal et al. [30] and Alyanak et al. [31] used the
sequence approximate optimization strategy and the gradient mapping method to develop a
reliability optimization design method based on the evidence theory. Jiang and Bai [32-36]
combined the evidence theory with the finite element method, developed an uncertain
structural analysis method based on the evidence theory, and introduced the moment concept
of the probability theory to calculate the moments of evidence variable and the moments of
evidence function through interval arithmetic.
In addition, in the processes of inversion for load identification, the ill-posed
problem is also an important issue that must be solved. Okubo [37] investigated the effect of
the measurement noise on the inversion process. Due to the ill-conditioned frequency
response function (FRF) matrix at frequencies at the structural resonances, the noise
involving in measurement responses, even a minor error, can result in highly ill-posedness
and destroy badly the stability and accuracy of identifying loads. Consequently, various
approaches have been developed to solve the ill-posedness and increase the identification
accuracy [38]. Based on the total least-squares (TLS) method and enhanced least squares,
Liu et al. [39] reduced the effects of measurement noise and identified the dynamic loads
effectively in frequency domain. Using the generalized Tikhonov regularization methods,
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Aucejo [40, 41] introduced prior information on the measured noise as well as on the
excitation characteristics to determine the sparsity or regularity. Liu et al. [42] developed an
efficient method to reduce the ill-posedness by formulating a novel global kernel functions
matrix so as to determine the dynamic loads accurately and stably. Zhang and Antoni [43]
applied the Bayesian method to reconstruct the dynamic force and derive the Bayesian
credible intervals in consideration of model uncertainty and measurement noise. On the
basis of weighted total least squares method and weighted Tikhonov regularization method,
Jia and Yang [44, 45] performed the experimental method to identify the random excitation
taking into account the measurement error of FRF and responses. However, the most of the
above-mentioned methods concentrate on the load identification in time domain or
deterministic load identification in frequency domain. Considering the random excitation
identification and SAC system, a novel improved regularization method is developed to
solve the ill-posedness and decrease the error propagation of the random dynamic loads to
be identified. According to the features of pseudo excitation as well as the impact of the
regularization parameter on solution norm and residual norm, the improved regularization
parameter is proposed for raising the stability and the accuracy of identifying random
dynamic forces. In comparison with Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse (MPI) method and
Tikhonov regularization method, the proposed improved regularization method achieves
more accurate and stable identified loads.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the basic theory of SAC system
is briefly introduced and the forward problem of random excitation identification using the
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sound pressure is described. Section 3 introduces the evidence theory combined with
interval analysis to solve the structural uncertainty problem. Section 4 proposes an improved
regularization method to handle the ill-posed problems. Finally, Section 5 illustrates the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed approaches on several numerical examples and
the conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. Formulation of forward problem for SAC system
As shown in Fig. 1, the SAC system consists of structural domain s , acoustic
domain a and coupled boundary sa . Therein, the fluid domain boundary is surrounded
by the flexible structural plate and acoustic boundary  a , and the boundary conditions of
structural domain are composed by displacement boundary condition  s and force
boundary condition  f . The present study is based on the weak coupling system. In the
weak coupling problems, the frequency response of the pressure is obtained and the random
dynamic load identification can be achieved based on the acoustic pressure responses. As the
acoustic pressure acting on the structure is almost negligible, the strong coupling system is
not considered in this work.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of SAC system.

2.1 Structural dynamic model subjected to random excitation
With respect to the linear time-invariant deterministic structural domain excited by
stationary random excitations in the SAC system, the power spectral density (PSD) of the
structural vibration responses on the coupled boundary can be expressed as follows:
S YY ( )  H s ( )S FF ( )H s ( ) H

(1)

in which S YY ( )  C mm and S FF ( ) C nn are the dynamic vibration responses PSD
matrix and PSD matrix of random excitations, respectively. H s ( )  Cmn represents the
FRF matrix from exciting positions on structural domain to the coupled boundary. The
superscript H is referred to the complex conjugate transpose operator, and Cmm means
that the rows and columns of the matrix are m and m.
In the structural computation of the finite element discrete system, the finite element
method of the structural domain can be described in the following form:
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M s y (t )  Cs y (t )  K s y (t )  f (t )

(2)

in which y (t ) , y (t ) and y(t ) denote the acceleration vector, velocity vector and
displacement vector of the structure responses on coupled boundary, respectively. M s , Cs
and K s are the structure mass matrix, damping matrix and structure stiffness matrix,
respectively. t represents the time.
M s   s N sH N s d , Cs   N sH N s d , K s   B sH Ds Bs d
s

s

s

(3)

where N s ,  s stand for the structure shape function and the structure density, respectively;
Ds , B s and

 represent the structure elastic matrix, the structure strain matrix and the

damping factor, respectively.
f (t )  Cn1 denotes the random dynamic load vector acting on the structural domain,

and the derived PSD matrix S FF ( ) is known. According to the characteristic of
non-negative definite Hermit matrix, the PSD matrix can be decomposed as follows:
r

r

j 1

j 1

S FF ( )    j φ j φ j H   F j ( )Fj ( ) H

(r  n)

(4)

where φ j and  j are eigenvector and corresponding eigenvalue of PSD matrix S FF ( ) ;
~
r denotes the rank of S FF ( ) . Obviously, F j ( )   j φ j represents the j-order pseudo

excitation and the superscript ~ is known as the pseudo variable.
Based on that，we can formulate r mutually independent pseudo harmonic dynamic
loads as follows[46]:
~
~
f j (t )  F j ( )e it   j φ j e it

( j  1,2,..., r )

(5)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (2), the complicated random vibration system of the
structural domain is converted into a straightforward harmonic equation of motion.
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Moreover, on the basis of modal superposition method, the pseudo harmonic vibration
responses are obtained
~
~
y j (t )  Y j ( )e it

( j  1,2,..., r )

(6)

~
~
where Y j ( )  H ( )F j ( ) denotes the j-order pseudo vibration response.

2.2 Forward problem of random excitation identification for SAC system
With regard to the acoustic domain in the SAC system, its discrete system equation can
be expressed as follows[47]:
M a p  Ca p  K a p  fsa

(7)

in which K a , C a and Μ a denote the acoustic stiffness matrix, acoustic damping matrix
and acoustic mass matrix, respectively. p and fsa stand for the acoustic pressure
responses vector in the acoustic domain and the vector of acoustic loads, respectively.
Ka  

a

 N a 

H

N a d   B aH B a d , Μ a 
a



a

N aH N a d

(8)

Owing to the continuity of the acoustic pressure and the structure displacement on the
coupled boundary in the SAC system, the acoustic loads vector can be deduced as:
faq   N aH a y a d  a
sa



sa



N aH n a N s d y

(9)

in which n a represents the normal direction of the coupled boundary. With regard to the
weak coupled system regardless of the influence of acoustic pressure upon structural system,
the SAC equation can be derived by combining the Eq. (2) and Eq. (7).
 Ms
 GT
 a

0   y   Cs
 
M a  p   0

0  y  K s
 
Ca  p   0

G   y  f 
  
K a  p  0 

(10)

in which G denotes the coupled matrix on the interface:
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G

sa

N aH n a N s d

(11)

In the coupled system solution, the dynamic excitation is applied to the structural
domain, and the sound pressure response is generated by the vibration of the structure
through the coupled boundary. The response in the acoustic domain in Eq. (7) can be
rewritten as follows:
M a p  Ca p  K a p   a G H y

(12)

H
where y  { y1 , y2 ,..., yi ,..., y N } , and yi represents the structural vibration response of the

i-th node on the coupled interface.
Combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (12), based on the modal superposition theory, the pseudo
harmonic acoustic pressure response can be further obtained as follows:
p j (t )  P j ( )eit

( j  1,2,..., r )

P j ( )  T( )F j ( )

(13)

where P j ( ) denotes the pseudo acoustic pressure response in the acoustic domain, and
p j (t ) is the corresponding pseudo harmonic acoustic pressure in the time domain; T( )

stands for the FRF matrix from exciting positions on structural domain to the measurement
points of acoustic pressure response.
Thus, the PSD matrix of acoustic pressure response can be derived
r

S PP ( )   P j ( )P j ( ) j H

(14)

j 1

From Eq. (14), it can be inferred that the acoustic pressure response can be acquired
directly by the random dynamic loads in the structural domain. Therefore, according to the
inverse pseudo excitation method [48], the random dynamic load identification can be
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achieved based on the measured acoustic pressure responses, which is different from the
measurement of the structural vibration responses.
3. Evidence theory for compound random load identification
With regard to the SAC system containing random parameter with large coefficient of
variation and multimodal distribution, a novel random load identification method is
developed based on the evidence theory and the interval analysis method. The finite sample
space of the random parameters is deemed as the frame of discernment (FD). The
probability density function (PDF) of the random parameters is discretized into a number of
subintervals that are regarded as the focal element (FE), and the probability of each
subinterval is computed as the basic probability assignment (BPA) for each FE. Based on
that, the problem of stochastic system is converted into an evidence analysis problem.
3.1 Evidence model of random load identification for stochastic SAC system
The FRF, representative of the system dynamic performance, would possess the
random characteristic when some system properties such as material densities and Young’s
modulus are not completely determined. In this case, the identified random dynamic load is
relevant to the random parameters of the coupled system instead of a definite result.
Consequently, the identifying random excitation and FRF are expressed as the functions of
frequency as well as stochastic parameters. The forward problem for the SAC system can be
rewritten as
S PP ( )  T( , κ )S FF ( , κ )T( , κ ) H

(15)

where κ represents the q-dimensional stochastic parameters vector of the coupled system.
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Hence, the relation between pseudo acoustic pressure responses and pseudo
excitations can be reformulated as
P j ( )  T( , κ )F j ( , κ )

(16)

Discretizing the PDF of each random parameter  l in κ into a number of
subintervals, the random parameter of which is considered as evidence variable, the PDF of
random parameters in the subintervals is regarded as the BPA of the evidence variable on the
corresponding FE. As shown in Fig. 2,  ji denotes the i-th FE of the j-th evidence variable.
As a consequence, Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) can be rewritten as follows:
P j ( )  T( , ξ )F j ( , ξ )

(17)

S PP ( )  T( , ξ )S FF ( , ξ)T( , ξ) H

(18)

where ξ stands for the q-dimensional evidence variables vector. The joint BPA of evidence
variables can be derived by the BPA of each evidence variable. In the current studies of
evidence theory, the evidence variables are generally considered as independent mutually.
Thus, the joint FD  can be defined as follows [33]:
  1   2



 q = N k   1 ,  2 ,

,  q  ,  l  l , l  1, 2,



,q

(19)

where N k stands for the FE of joint FD  ,  l represents the FE of l-th evidence
variable. Hence, the joint BPA can be obtained
 q
 B  l 
B  N k   
l 1

0
others


(20)
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FE

l

BPA

PDF curve

PDF

Random parameter

l

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of discrete PDF.

For any FE N k of joint FD, the forward problem of random excitation identification
for stochastic SAC system can be expressed as follows:
P j ( )  T( , ξ N k )F j ( , ξ N k )

(21)

S PP ( )  T( , ξ Nk )S FF ( , ξ N k )T( , ξ N k ) H

(22)

The midpoint ξ MN k and radius ξ RN k of N k can be expressed
 M ξ LN k
ξ N k 


ξ NUk
 R
ξ

 N k

where ξ

L
Nk

and ξ

U
Nk

 ξ NUk
2
 ξ LN k

(23)

2

denote the lower bound and upper bound of N k , respectively.

Theoretically, the extreme value of identified random excitation for any FE N k can
be solved by two optimization processes
U
S FF ,Nk ( )  S LFF,Nk ( ), S FF,N
( )    min  S FF ( , ξ)  , max  S FF ( , ξ)  
k
 ξNk

ξN k

(24)

Nevertheless, it is discommodious and time-consuming to identify the extreme value
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of random dynamic loads for all FE by optimization processes. In order to increase
computational efficiency, the interval analysis method is used to identify the bounds of
random dynamic forces for each FE. According to the first order Taylor series expansion and
U
( ) of identified
interval extension, the lower bound S LFF,N k ( ) and upper bound S FF,N
k

random excitation for each FE N k can be derived approximately [34].
M
q S
 L
FF,N k ( , ξ N k )
M
lRN k
S FF,N k ( )  S FF,N k ( , ξ N k )  


l 1

l Nk

M
q S
 U
FF,N k ( , ξ N k )
M
lRN k
S FF,N k ( )  S FF,N k ( , ξ N k )  
l N k
l 1


(25)

where S FF,N k ( , ξ NMk ) denotes the random excitation on the midpoint of FE  NMk ,
S FF,N k ( , ξ NMk )
l Nk

represents the sensitivity of random load with respect to the evidence

variable l N k .
3.2 Evidence expression of statistical characteristic of identified random excitation
The bounds of random excitation on each FE can be obtained by means of the
above-mentioned interval analysis method. Meanwhile, utilizing the definition of evidence
variable moment and evidence function moment, the bounds of mean value and standard
deviation of identified random excitation can be derived to assess the effectiveness and
feasibility of the identified results.
3.2.1 Moment of evidence variable
Since the FD of evidence variable is analogous to the finite sample space of random
variables, the FE can be deemed as the discrete sample subintervals with probabilistic value.
For this reason, the moment of random variable is introduced to the evidence theory [33].
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1) Origin moment
The c-th origin moment of evidence variable ξ is defined as follows:
E[ξ c ]    ξ iI  B  ξ iI 
N

c

(26)

i1

where N is the number of FE of the evidence variables, ξ iI and B  ξ iI  denote the i-th FE
and the corresponding BPA, respectively. The first order origin moment E[ξ ] represents
the mean value muξ of the evidence variable ξ . When the random parameter is
approximated by evidence variable, the random parameter is usually continuous. Thus, the
FD of the evidence variable can be expressed as an interval number ξ I , and the FE ξ iI
represents the subinterval of the FD.
2) Central moment
The c-th central moment of evidence variable ξ is defined as follows:
c
E  ξ - E[ξ ]     ξ iI - E[ξ ] B  ξ iI 

 i1
N

c

(27)

Analogously, the second order central moment stands for the variance var(ξ) of the
evidence variable ξ .
3.2.2 Moment of evidence function
The problem of random load identification for SAC system with evidence variable is
essentially a problem of evidence function. Therefore, a method of determining the moment
of evidence function is introduced below. Consider the following evidence function
Y = h ξ 

The function

h ξ 

of evidence variable ξ

(28)
is also an evidence variable,
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corresponding to an interval and BPA with regard to each FE. In theory, the extreme value of
evidence variable function on each FE can be obtained by the following two optimization
processes:
YNk  YNLk , YNUk    min Y (ξ )  , max Y (ξ )  
 ξNk

ξN k

(29)

Moreover, the corresponding BPA of FE YNk is equal to the BPA of the FE in joint FD
of evidence variables, namely
B  N k  Y = h  ξ 
B YN k  
others
 0

 

(30)

Calculating the BPA of evidence function and combining the concept of the moment of
evidence variables, the moment of evidence function can be described as follows：
1) Mean value

 

N

muY   YNk B YNk
i 1

(31)

2) Variance and standard deviation
N



2
var(Y )  E Y -muY     YNk -muY

 i 1

 B Y 
2

Nk

(32)

std(Y )  var(Y )

where muY , var(Y ) and std(Y ) denote the mean value, variance and standard deviation
of evidence function, respectively. By repeated interval analysis of the unknown load on
each FE, the BPA of the identified load can be computed by Eq. (20) to Eq. (24) and Eq.
(30). In addition, the mean value boundary and variance boundary of the identified random
excitation can be obtained based on Eq. (31) and Eq. (32).
The statistical characteristic of identified random excitation obtained by Eq. (31) and
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Eq. (32) is an interval. As the interval would gradually approach the probabilistic result
when the number of discrete intervals in the random sample space increases, the statistical
characteristics of the identified random load cannot be directly compared with the actual
load of the SAC system. Therefore, the nominal mean value munom (S FF ) and nominal
standard deviation std nom (S FF ) of identified random excitation for evidence analysis are
defined as follows:
1
mu L (S FF )  mu U (S FF ) 

2
1
std nom (S FF )   std L (S FF )  std U (S FF ) 
2

munom (S FF ) 

(33)
(34)

where the superscript L and U represent the lower bound and upper bound of moment of
evidence function, respectively. Based on the definition of the nominal mean value and
nominal standard deviation, the bounds S LFF( ) and S UFF( ) of identified random dynamic
load are formulated so as to intuitively perceive the effect of the system stochastic
parameters on the identifying random excitations as follows:
U
S FF
( )  munom (S FF )  2std nom (S FF )
 L
S FF ( )  munom (S FF )  2std nom (S FF )

(35)

4. Improved regularization method for random excitation identification based on
sound pressure responses
In practical engineering circumstances, not only the obtained FRF T( ), which stands
for the dynamic characteristics of the coupled system, but also the measured acoustic
pressure responses contain error inevitably. With regard to the FRF containing error, the
evidence theory is applied to solve the problem of SAC system with random parameters in
the above section. With respect to the acoustic pressure responses containing noises, it has a
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great influence on the error propagation and amplification of identifying random excitation,
which results in the ill-posed problem. Therefore, the error of random dynamic loads to be
identified is analyzed in this section. Subsequently, an improved regularization method is
developed to handle the ill-posedness.
4.1 Error analysis
Considering the noise contained in the measuring acoustic pressure responses, the PSD
of dynamic responses in the acoustic cavity can be reformulated as
SδPP ( )  S PP ( )  S PP ( )  T( )S FF ( )T( ) H  S PP ( )

(36)

where SδPP denotes the PSD matrix of the measured acoustic pressure responses, S PP and
S PP represent the PSD matrices of real acoustic pressure responses and measurement error

respectively.
Hence, the relation between identifying random dynamic loads and measured acoustic
pressure responses can be rewritten as
SδPP ( )  T( )SδFF ( )T( ) H

(37)

in which S δFF ( )  S FF ( )  S FF ( ) , S FF ( ) denotes the PSD matrix of actual random
dynamic loads, S FF ( ) is known as the error matrix of the random excitation to be
identified.
The inverse process of determining the random excitation is an ill-posed problem
resulting from the measurement error of acoustic pressure and ill-conditioned FRF matrix.
Thus, it is the primary task to study the affecting factors on relative error of identified
random loads.
From Eq. (37), the corresponding equation Eq. (13) with error terms can be
19

reformulated as
P δj ( )  T( )F jδ ( )

(38)

where P δj ( )=P j ( )+P j ( ) , F j ( )=F j ( )+F j ( ) ， P j ( ) and F j ( ) denote
the error terms of the pseudo acoustic pressure responses and pseudo excitation, respectively.
And the pseudo responses vector is decomposed by the PSD matrix of measured acoustic
pressure responses as follows：
r

r

j 1

j 1

SδPP ( )   Pj ( )Pj ( ) H    j Φ j Φ j H ( j  1,2,..., r )

(39)

Accordingly, the relative error of pseudo excitations identification can be derived (see
Appendix A)
F j ( )
F j ( )

 T( )  T( )

P j ( )

(40)

P j ( )

in which  represents the matrix norm, the superscript  is known as the generalized
inversion.
According to the condition number theory, Eq. (40) can be expressed as
F j ( )
F j ( )

 cond(T( ))

P j ( )

(41)

P j ( )

where cond(T( ))  T( )  T( ) .
It can be seen from Eq. (41) that the measurement error in acoustic pressure responses
P j ( )
P j ( )

and the condition number cond(T( )) are the determinant factors on the upper

bounds of relative error of identified pseudo excitations

F j ( )
F j ( )

. Therefore, in order to
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mitigate

F j ( )
F j ( )

, the composite condition number method [49] is applied by means of

decreasing the condition number. Moreover, owing to the effect of cond(T( )) on
identification error, an improved regularization method is proposed to handle the ill-posed
problem in next section.
4.2 Improved regularization method
With regard to the load identification problem described in Eq. (42), the small singular
values of T( ) are basically responsible for the ill-posed problems. The smaller the
singular value is, the more serious the measuring noise in acoustic pressure responses is
amplified. The singular values tending to zero result in the instability and inaccuracy of
identifying forces. Thus, to obtain accurate and available solutions, it is quite necessary to
not only reduce the impact of small singular value but also retain sufficient information of
the identifying loads, which is the purpose of regularization method.
P j ( )  T( )F j ( )

(42)

Converting Eq. (42) into a linear least-squares problem as follows
~
~
min
T( )F j ( )  P j ( )
~

(43)

Fj

According to the theorem of Tikhonov regularization method [50], the minimization
problem in Eq. (43) is replaced by a penalized least-squares problem described in Eq. (44)
leading to mitigate the ill-posed problem.



2
~
~
~
~
F j ( )  arg min T( )F j ( )  P j ( )   2 F j ( )

2



(44)

~
where  represents the regularization parameter, and the regularized solution F j ( ) can

be determined by the least squares problem in the following form:
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~
 P j ( ) 
 T( )  ~




min
F
(

)

~
j
 0 
F j (  )  I 





(45)

Eq. (45) can be reformulated as

T( )

H



~
~
T( )   2 I F j ( )  T( ) H P j ( )

(46)

On the basis of singular value decomposition (SVD) theory [51], the FRF matrix

T( ) can be decomposed as
n

T( )  Udiag (θ n )V H   u i i v iH

(47)

i 1

where U  (u1 , u 2 ,, u m ) , V  (v1 , v 2 ,, v n ) , u i represents the left singular vector of
FRF

matrix

T( )

and

vi

denotes

the

right

singular

vector

of

T( ) ;

1   2     n  0 stand for the singular value of T( ) .
Combining Eq. (46) with Eq. (47), the identifying pseudo excitation can be
reformulated as follows:









n
~
~
~
1
1
F j ( )  Vdiag g ( , i ) i U H P j ( )   g ( , i ) i u iH P j ( ) v i

(48)

i 1

in which g ( , i ) is the regularization operator, and the Tikhonov regularization operator is
expressed as
g ( ,  i ) 

 i2
 2   i2

(49)

It is noted that the regularization method adjusts the weight between minimization of
the residual norm and minimization of solution norm according to the regularization
~
parameter. Moreover, the solution norm F j ( ) is a monotone non-increasing function of
~
~
regularization parameter  , on the contrary, the residual norm T( )F j ( )  P j ( ) is a

monotone non-decreasing function of  . Obviously, a large regularization parameter 
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results in a small solution norm at the cost of a large residual norm, which guarantees the
approximation between evaluating acoustic pressure and the measuring one. However, a
small regularization parameter  has the opposite impact leading to achieve more stable
~
identified solutions. In addition, we can infer that the sensitivity of the F j ( ) with respect
~
to perturbations in T( ) and P j ( ) is controlled by  . Therefore, it is a fundamental

problem of regularization method to put forward an appropriate parameter  for balancing
the stability and accuracy of the regularized solutions.
At present, the generalized cross-validation (GCV) criterion is widely applied to
single out the optimal regularization parameter. The GCV function can be expressed as
follows:

C( ) 

~
~
T( )F j ( )  P j ( )

TRA I  T( )T( )

H

2

T( )   2 I



1

T( ) H



2

(50)

where TRA 
 represents the matrix trace. The optimal regularization parameter is given by
computing the minimal point of C( ) .
Nevertheless, the most of the applications of regularization methods concentrate in
load identification in time domain and deterministic load identification in frequency domain.
Considering the particularity of random excitation identification and SAC system, a novel
improved regularization method is developed to overcome the ill-posed problems in this
section. According to the theory of SVD and characteristic of pseudo response, with the
increase of order, the eigenvalue  j decreases and the corresponding pseudo responses
vector contains less information of measured acoustic pressure responses PSD matrix.
Moreover, in view of the impact of  on the solution norm and residual norm, for the fore
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orders of pseudo responses, which contain the most of the information of measured acoustic
pressure responses, the small regularization parameter should be applied to preserve more
information and ensure the accuracy of identified random excitation. However, with respect
to the latter orders of pseudo responses, which involve less information, the large
regularization parameter should be adopted to guarantee the stability of identified random
excitation. In addition, combining the influence of condition number cond(T()) on
identification error, a novel improved regularization parameter is developed as follows:

ˆ j 

condT( )  1 

(51)

condT( ) max  j

where ˆ j represents the improved regularization parameter for j-th order of pseudo
acoustic pressure,  j denotes the eigenvalue of measured acoustic pressure PSD matrix,

 is determined by GCV criterion, and condT( ) max stands for the peak value of
condition number of FRF matrix T( ) in the whole frequency domain.
Substituting the improved regularization parameter into Eq. (48), the identifying
pseudo excitation vector can be obtained









n
~
~
~
1
1
F j ( )  Vdiag g (ˆ j , i ) i U H P j ( )   g (ˆ j , i ) i u iH P j ( ) v i

(52)

i 1

5. Numerical Examples
In order to effectively verify the proposed methods in the present study, a simple plate
coupled with the cuboid cavity is firstly investigated to clarify how to identify random
excitation based on the sound pressure responses. Through calculating the bounds of random
excitation on each FE using the improved regularization method and interval analysis, the
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bounds of random excitation are obtained by evidence method and compared with those by
matrix perturbation method. Then, in comparison with MPI method and Tikhonov
regularization method, the proposed improved regularization method applied to a vehicle
liftgate coupled with the interior cavity, is validated to be more efficient and superior.
5.1 Procedure of random excitation identification
On the basis of evidence theory and improved regularization method, the flow of
random dynamic loads identification for stochastic SAC system is expressed as the
following steps:
(1) Determine the random acoustic pressure responses S PP( ) using the given
constructed random dynamic loads and finite element analysis, and then add a
random noise to the computational acoustic pressure responses PSD matrix, and
decompose the polluted responses PSD matrix SδPP( ) into several pseudo
response vectors P j ( ) .
(2) Decompose the FRF matrix T( ) by SVD, and compute the improved
regularization parameter ˆ j by Eq. (51).
(3) Discretize the PDF of random parameters  with several subintervals, calculate
the bounds of random excitation on each FE using the improved regularization
method and interval analysis.
(4) Calculate the mean value and standard deviation of the unknown random dynamic
loads based on the evidence theory.
U
( ) and lower bound S LFF ( ) of random
(5) Compute the upper bound S FF

dynamic forces based on the definition of the nominal mean value and nominal
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standard deviation.
5.2 A simple plate coupled with the cuboid cavity
To demonstrate the superiority of evidence theory for the SAC system involving
random parameter with large coefficient of variation and multimodal distribution, a
verification based on simulation is studied on a simple plate coupled with the cuboid cavity.
Meanwhile, the effectiveness and applicability of the novel sound pressure-based algorithm
and the proposed improved regularization method is verified in the numerical example. As
outlined in Fig. 3, the size of the plate and the cuboid acoustic cavity are set as
768  368  8 mm and 768  368  368 mm, respectively. The properties of the structural

materials include: the Young’s modulus E  71GPa , the material density   2700kg / m 3 ,
the Poisson’s ratio v=0.31, and the structural damping factor   0.06 . The properties of the
cuboid acoustic cavity are set as follows: the sound velocity v a  340m/s and the mass
density  a  1.2kg / m 3 . The four sides of the plate are fully constrained, and the top
surface of the cuboid acoustic cavity is coupled with the vibration of the structural plate.
Three exciting positions on the structural plate are singled out in z-direction at random,
and ten candidates for acoustic pressure points in the acoustic cavity are selected randomly.
In order to reduce the error amplification owing to the big condition number of T( ) , the
composite condition number method is employed to sort out five measurement locations as
the best combination from ten ones. Consequently, the best and worst groups of
measurement points are obtained by the comparison of the composite condition number of
all optional combinations as follows: the best combination 1,3,5,8,9 and the worst
combination 2,6,8,9,10. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the best group is able to mitigate
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the condition number markedly.
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Interface

Acoustic cavity

z

y

x
Fig. 3. The model of simple plate and the coupled cuboid cavity.
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Fig. 4. cond(T( )) of the best group of measurement positions and worst one.

Considering the random parameters with large coefficient of variation and multimodal
distribution, we assume that the elastic modulus of the structural plate is a random parameter

 following the bimodal PDF defined by Eq. (53), whose mean value and standard deviation
shown in Fig. 5 are mu  0.703  1011 , std ( )  6.68  10 8 .
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w x  a

  x  1 2 
  x   2 2 
1



exp  

1
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1

(53)

where 1  0.7  1011 ,  1  1.6  10 8 ,  2  0.71  1011 ,  2  2.1  10 8 , a  0.2 .
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Selecting a random value of  , the random dynamic acoustic pressure responses are
computed by finite element simulation on the basis of the pre-given PSD matrix of random
dynamic loads on the structural plate. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 6, a random noise is
added to the computational acoustic pressure so as to simulate the actual measured
responses.
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Fig. 6. Autopower spectral density (Auto-PSD) of the random acoustic pressure of response position 1
with 5% random noise.

Discretizing the PDF of random parameters  with two subintervals, the stochastic
SAC system problem is converted to the evidence analysis problem. The bounds of random
dynamic loads on each FE are obtained using the improved regularization method and
interval analysis. In the light of the theory described in Section 3.2, the mean value and
standard deviation of the identifying random excitation are derived by the means of
evidence analysis. Moreover, based on the matrix perturbation method, the mean value and
standard deviation of the unknown random excitation are also computed so as to compare
with the result of evidence analysis. It is noted from the results comparison that both matrix
perturbation and evidence analysis can achieve the mean value of identified random
excitation with higher precision as shown in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, aimed at the high order
moments, such as the standard deviation, the results identified by evidence theory method
are more accurate compared with the results by matrix perturbation mehod as shown in Fig.
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8. EM described in figures denotes the evidence moment.
However, even the best combination is selected, the condition numbers are still too
high in the low and high frequencies. This is also the reason why the identified mean of the
dynamic load has a larger fluctuation in the low and high frequencies than in the
intermediate. The identified standard deviation has a larger fluctuation only in the high
frequency since the identified random excitation value is smaller in the low frequency.
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Fig. 7. The Auto-PSD mean value of random loads computed by matrix perturbation method and
evidence theory: (a) exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.
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Fig. 8. The Auto-PSD standard deviation of random loads computed by matrix perturbation method
and evidence theory: (a) exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.

Additionally, to intuitively perceive the impact of the structural stochastic parameters
on the identifying random dynamic loads, the statistical characteristics of the unknown
random excitation, namely the bounds S LFF( ) and S UFF( ) shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are
calculated based on the evidence analysis theory and matrix perturbation method,
respectively. It can be seen that the bounds obtained by evidence analysis mostly bracket the
actual loads, and the results from evidence analysis are more accurate than those by
perturbation method.
To conclude, through the random excitation identification study on the thin plate
coupled with the cuboid cavity, the novel sound pressure-based method and the improved
regularization method are proved to be effective and applicative in practical engineering
circumstance. Moreover, with respect to the SAC system involving random parameter with
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large coefficient of variation and multimodal distribution, the proposed method based on
evidence theory is able to identify the unknown random excitation more effectively and
accurately compared with the matrix perturbation method.
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Fig. 9. The bounds of the random loads Auto-PSD computed by matrix perturbation method: (a)
exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.
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Fig. 10. The bounds of the random loads Auto-PSD computed by evidence theory: (a) exciting
positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.

5.3 A vehicle liftgate coupled with the interior cavity
To further verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed improved
regularization method on the random excitation identification compared with the other
inverse methods, a numerical example is investigated on a vehicle liftgate coupled with the
interior cavity. The automotive liftgate is the rear component of the vehicle body, which has
a strong effect on the stiffness of the whole body. Owing to the coupling influence between
the liftgate and the cavity, the vibration of the liftgate structure causes the acoustic noise in
passenger compartment cavity.
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the simplified vehicle liftgate is mainly composed of glass,
exterior plate, inner plate and several pieces of horizontal and vertical stiffener plates. The
material properties of the liftgate plates are taken as follows: the material density is 7850
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kg/m³, the elastic modulus is 210 GPa and the damping loss factor is 0.06. The material
density, the elastic modulus and the structural damping loss factor of windows glass are
2500 kg/m³, 69 GPa and 0.003 respectively. The acoustic part is made up of the passenger
cavity containing the fluid air occupied by the seats. The properties of the passenger
compartment cavity are set as follows: the sound velocity v a  340m/s and the mass
density  a  1.2kg / m 3 . The four sides of the inner plate are fully constrained, and the back
side of the acoustic cavity is considered to be coupled with the vibration of the structural
liftgate. The exciting loads are imposed on three points of the liftgate exterior plate, which
are selected randomly as the identifying random dynamic forces. The five acoustic pressure
measuring points are located on the driver’s ear and passenger’s ear.

Fig. 11. The finite element model of vehicle liftgate and the coupled interior cavity.

We assume that the elastic modulus of the liftgate inner plate is a random parameter

 following the three-peak PDF defined by Eq. (54). As illustrated in Fig. 12, the mean
value and standard deviation of the PDF are mu  7.819 103 , std ( )  16.77 .
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where 1  7.81103 ,  1  3 ,  2  7.83  103 ,  2  4 , 3  7.85  103 ,  3  4 , a  0.2 ,
b  0.6 .

Selecting a random value of  , the random dynamic acoustic pressure responses are
obtained based on finite element analysis. To simulate the actual measured responses, a
random noise is added to the computational acoustic pressure as illustrated in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12. The three-peak PDF of the random parameter
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Fig. 13. Auto-PSD of the random acoustic pressure of response position 3 with 1% random noise.

Using the proposed improved regularization method and evidence analysis with three
subintervals, the mean value and standard deviation of the random excitation to be identified
U
( )
are derived as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Moreover, the bounds S LFF ( ) and S FF

shown in Fig. 16 are obtained based on the nominal mean value and nominal standard
deviation. It is observed that the bounds obtained by evidence analysis mostly bracket the
actual loads accurately and the mean value match the actual forces adequately in the full
frequency range. Consequently, the proposed improved regularization method and evidence
analysis method are verified to be accurate and effective in engineering application.
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Fig. 14. The Auto-PSD mean value of random forces computed by the improved regularization
method: (a) exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.
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Fig. 15. The Auto-PSD standard deviation of random forces computed by the improved
regularization method: (a) exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.
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Fig. 16. The bounds of the random loads Auto-PSD computed by the improved regularization
method: (a) exciting positionⅠ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.

Additionally, to further verify the superiority of the proposed improved regularization
method, the MPI method and Tikhonov regularization method are used to identify the
random dynamic loads. Combined with the evidence theory, the bounds S LFF ( ) and
U
S FF
( ) shown in Fig. 17 are calculated using these two inverse methods. Through the

comparison of the identified results as shown in Table 1, it is noted that the identified loads
obtained by MPI method have a big error near low frequency. The improved regularization
method reduces the identified error by 7.89×104 N2/Hz, 9.14×104 N2/Hz and 2.91×105
N2/Hz at 1Hz, 4 Hz and 6Hz respectively compared with the MPI method. As the condition
number of FRF matrix in medium-high frequency region is small, the identified loads
obtained by Tikhonov regularization method is too regularized, which brings an
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inaccurate result. The improved regularization method, by contrast, significantly decreases
the error of identified loads and match the actual loads adequately in the full frequency
range. Compared with the identified results by the Tikhonov regularization method as shown
in Table 2, the improved regularization method decreases the identified error by 2.24×103
N2/Hz, 2.087N2/Hz and 2.642N2/Hz at 4Hz，225Hz and 323Hz respectively. Owing to the
adaptive change of the improved regularization parameter along with the different order
pseudo excitation and condition number of FRF matrix at different frequency, the proposed
improved regularization method guarantees the stability of the identified forces near low
frequency, and can prevent the over regularization of the identified loads in the case of small
condition number. As shown in the figures and tables, PI stands for the Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse method, TR denotes the traditional Tikhonov regularization method, and IR
represents the improved regularization method.
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Fig. 17. The bounds of the random loads Auto-PSD computed by MPI method and Tikhonov
regularization method: (a) exciting position Ⅰ; (b) exciting position Ⅱ; (c) exciting position Ⅲ.
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Table 1
The Auto-PSD of random loads at exciting position Ⅲ computed by MPI method and
improved regularization method.
Frequency

1Hz

2Hz

4 Hz

6 Hz

87 Hz

88Hz

Actual load
Mean value of PI
Mean value of IR
Reduced error

0.500
7.89×104
0.323
7.89×104

0.505
4.43×104
0.371
4.43×104

0.515
9.14×104
0.582
9.14×104

0.525
2.91×105
0.814
2.91×105

0.930
13.38
1.007
12.38

0.935
13.38
1.011
12.38

Table 2
The Auto-PSD of random loads at exciting position Ⅰ computed by Tikhonov regularization
method and improved regularization method.
Frequency

1 Hz

4 Hz

127Hz

225 Hz

248 Hz

323Hz

Actual load
Mean value of TR
Mean value of IR
Reduced error

1.000
82.62
1.245
81.38

1.030
2.24×103
1.157
2.24×103

2.260
0.904
2.258
1.353

3.240
1.148
3.235
2.087

3.470
1.775
3.465
1.690

4.000
1.339
3.981
2.642

6. Conclusions
In the present study, the random excitation identification problems for stochastic
structural-acoustic coupled (SAC) system based on the sound pressure method are
investigated in detail. The evidence theory is applied to solve the stochastic system problems
combined with the interval analysis. An improved regularization method is proposed to
handle the ill-posed problems in the process of inversion. With the validation on numerical
examples, the major advantages of the proposed methods lay in:
a) The random dynamic load identification can be achieved based on the measured
acoustic pressure responses instead of the structural vibration responses. The
alternative sound pressure responses are measured in a non-contact way that is more
accurate and convenient compared with the contact measurement.
b) With respect to the SAC system involving random parameter with large coefficient
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of variation and multimodal distribution, the proposed method based on evidence
theory and interval analysis is able to identify the unknown random excitation more
effectively and accurately compared with the matrix perturbation method.
c) Due to the adaptive of the constructed regularization parameter along with the
different order pseudo excitation and condition number of frequency response
function (FRF) matrix at different frequency, the proposed improved regularization
method guarantees the stability of the identified forces near low frequency, and can
prevent the over regularization of the identified loads in the case of small condition
number.
d) The improved regularization method reduces the identified error by 7.89×104 N2/Hz,
9.14×104 N2/Hz and 2.91×105 N2/Hz at 1Hz, 4 Hz and 6Hz respectively compared
with the MPI method, and decreases the identified error by 2.24×103 N2/Hz,
2.087N2/Hz and 2.642N2/Hz at 4Hz, 225Hz and 323Hz respectively compared with
the Tikhonov regularization method.
e) For the stochastic system with large uncertainties, the identified excitation region
using the first-order Taylor analysis would fail to contain the real region of the
dynamic load. In this study, the evidence theory is combined with interval analysis.
By discretizing the PDF of each random parameter into several subintervals, the
variations of random parameters in each subinterval is reduced, which enhances the
assumption of first-order Taylor expansion.
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Appendix A
Eq. (13) can be rewritten as



Pj ( )+Pj ( )=T( ) Fj ( )+Fj ( )



P j ( )=T( )F j ( )

(A.1)
(A.2)

Combining with Eq. (B.2), Eq. (B.1) is transformed into
P j ( )=T( ) F j ( )

(A.3)

Consequently, the error terms of identified pseudo force can be described as
F j ( )=T( ) + P j ( )

(A.4)

in which the superscript  represents the generalized inversion. To determine the relative
error of identifying pseudo force, the matrix norm is adopted to Eq. (B.2) and Eq. (B.4):
Pj ( )  T( ) Fj ( )

(A.5)

Fj ( )  T( )+ Pj ( )

(A.6)

Multiplying Eq. (B.6) by Eq. (B.5):
Fj ( ) Pj ( )  T( ) + Pj ( ) T( ) Fj ( )

(A.7)

Hence, the relative error of identifying pseudo excitations can be derived
F j ( )
F j ( )

 T( ) + T( )

P j ( )
P j ( )

(A.8)

Eq. (B.8) can be rewritten as
F j ( )
F j ( )

 cond(T( ))

P j ( )
P j ( )

(A.9)
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where the condition number of FRF cond(T( ))  T( )  T( ) .
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